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"Advance your knowledge and use of ActionScript 3 by taking a specific look into Animation and Game Design. Instructed by John Ulliman, this series which is available online and on DVD-ROM, goes stepby-step through the new ActionScript 3 structure and classes. You'll also get some hands-on experience by building several typical games using Flash CS3 and ActionScript. Plus, you will also learn how to
build your own ActionScript 3 custom class files"--Resource description page.
Presents information on how to edit, organize, and share digital photographs using Adobe Photoshop Elements 4.
Macromedia's Flash 8 is the world's premier program for adding animation to websites. And with the latest version, this popular program becomes more versatile, letting beginning webmasters and expert
developers alike create sophisticated web content. But Flash isn't intuitive. And it doesn't come with a manual. Whether you want to learn the basics or unleash the program's true power, Flash 8: The Missing
Manual is the ideal instructor. This hands-on guide to today's hottest web design tool is aimed at nondevelopers, and it teaches you how to translate your ideas into great web content. It begins with a solid
primer on animation, which helps you get comfortable with the Flash interface. Once you have these basics under your belt, Flash 8: The Missing Manual moves on to advanced animations, including adding
special effects and audio, video, and interactivity to your presentations. When you're really feeling steady, the book shows how to use a dollop of ActionScript to customize your content. It then teaches you
how to publish your Flash creations for web surfers everywhere to enjoy. Along the way, the book shows you good design principles and helps you avoid elements that can distract or annoy an audience.
Author Emily Vander Veer has more than a dozen books to her credit, including titles on web design and scripting--most written for non-technical readers. Her background makes her the perfect author for a
straightforward book on a complex subject. She takes Flash 8: The Missing Manual from the basics to the advanced, yet avoids a hasty jump into tough topics that can leave readers confused. Not only will
Flash 8: The Missing Manual help you turn a concept into unique, dynamic content, but it will continue to serve as a reference as you develop your website.
"Give your website a new look! Now is the time to give it a zap of creativity with animated objects and sound effects. Whether you are a web designer or game developer, you will learn the necessary
techniques to get your project rolling. Discover how to design fun, creative, interactive websites through structured and easy to follow lessons. With help from a pro, you'll be able to expand your knowledge as
you learn to utilize all of the amazing techniques with Adobe Flash CS3."--Resource description page.
"Total Training for Adobe Flash Catalyst 5.5 Essentials will teach you the process and workflow for building user interfaces for Flex-based websites and applications. Built for designers, Flash Catalyst
combines an intuitive user interface and the familiar Adobe toolsets with the expressiveness, consistency, and reach of the Adobe Flash Platform. In this course, you will wireframe an application, design the
user interface, create components, add interactions, integrate sound and video, connect data, and understand how the round-trip workflow with a developer working in Flash Builder."--Resource description
page.
Accompanying CD-ROM contains ... "classroom-proven exercises and QuickTime training videos." -- p. [4] of cover.
Presents step-by-step lessons on the digital image editing software with two hours of video instruction on the companion CD-ROM.

"The skies the limit when it comes to accessible tools in Creative Suite 3 Production Premium. John shows you how to narrow down options and select the best tool to get the job
done right! Start by creating professional video projects in Premiere with transitions and effects that shine. Then, explore the power of After Effects when you animate text and
graphics. You will also discover how to output your final projects in Encore as Flash files."--Resource description page.
Explores how to use and create features including graphics, text, symbols, animation, interactivity, sound, video, ActionScript, content, printable movies, and Web sites.
"Total Training for Adobe Flash Professional CS4: New Animation Techniques shows you all about the brand new tools of Flash CS4; the Motion Tween, 3D animation and
Inverse Kinematics (IK). After watching this series, you'll be creating stunning faster and more easily than ever before" --Resource description page.
This official training guide from Adobe will teach readers all they need to know to create rich interactive experiences with Flash Catalyst CS5, Adobe's exciting new interaction
design tool. Flash Catalyst CS5 lets designers create real Adobe Flash and Adobe AIR applications without having to learn ActionScript. Using step-by-step instructions in
projects that progressively build skills, readers of this Classroom in a Book will learn how to prepare and import artwork from applications such as Adobe Photoshop and
Fireworks into Catalyst, and then add interactive functionality in a familiar interface and with tools that are intuitive to use. Readers will learn how libraries let them organize and
reuse assets, how to use layers to view and control objects, how to work with pages and states to create interactive components, how to add transitions and action sequences,
and how to work with video and sound. Readers will also learn to incorporate Flash files from other applications and use Flash Builder to extend their projects' functionality. The
companion CD provides users with all the sample files they need to complete all the projects. “The Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training material on the market.
Everything you need to master the software is included: clear explanations of each lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the project files for the students.” —Barbara Binder,
Adobe Certified Instructor, Rocky Mountain Training Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks, helps you learn the features of
Adobe software quickly and easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other book or training program does—an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated,
developed with the support of Adobe product experts. Note from the publisher: FREE Adobe Flash Catalyst CS5.5 updates are available for this title. Simply register your product
at www.peachpit.com/register and you will receive the updates when they become available.
"Get up and running on the newest version of ActionScript, which is included with Flash CS3. If you are new to ActionScript 3.0, this series shows you how to make your Flash
applications more dynamic by using the scripting language to add interactivity and control effects. If you are already familiar with ActionScript 2 from Flash 7 or 8, our video
tutorials help you make the switch with minimum effort with updates about the new changes in naming, syntax and Class structure."--Resource description page.
Annotation The only comprehensive reference to Flash that creative professionals and Flash gurus will need! Covering basic skills quickly and concisely, it allows more time to be
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spent on more advanced topics.nbsp;Organised by topic, readers can jump in and learn only what they need to complete the task at hand. nbsp; Completely up20020828d and
expanded to cover all aspects of Flash MX, including Flash's upgraded ActionScript and interface features. Concise and complete, containing the information that busy
professionals need without any of the fluff. Includes contributions from several highly respected Flash professionals; they give real-world tasks and tips as well as answers to
questions they've been hearing for years as trainers. Cyndy Cashman is the founder and president of Breakaway Interactive Training and Digital Media Center, located in
Norman, Oklahoma. Her company is a Macromedia-authorized training center providing training and consulting services for interactive media. She has been using and teaching
advanced Flash topics for many years. Michael Hurwicz has been using Flash 5 intensively since it first came out. He has written about Macromedia Director, discreet 3d Studio
Max, and eRain Swift3D for WebTools. A full-time freelance writer for 16 years, he has written books on networks and architecture. nbsp.
Learn Flash in a flash with this full-color book and video training package! Adobe Flash is used by designers, game programmers, and hobbyists to create interactive Web sites,
digital experiences, and mobile content. The latest release of Flash promises exciting new capabilities and this book-and-video training package makes learning the new features
of Flash less intimidating. Fifteen self-paced lessons encourage you to discover essential skills and explore new aspects of Flash. The tutorials featured in the videos are each
approximately five minutes long and supplement the concepts and topics covered in the lessons. Features full-color, step-by-step tutorials that complement the topics covered in
each lesson Demonstrates the basics of using the newest release of Flash, such as using layers and instances to build animation sequences Covers intermediate and advanced
capabilities, such as using ActionScript to create interactive Web page components Jam-packed with information, this book takes you from Flash basics through intermediatelevel topics and helps you find the information you need in both print and video. Note: DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file. These
materials are available for download upon purchase.
Those creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Flash Professional CS6 choose Adobe Flash Professional CS6 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe
Creative Team. The 10 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Flash CS6. Readers learn what they need to know to create engaging interactive
content with Flash CS6. In addition to learning the key elements of the Flash interface, including panels, timelines, and frames, readers learn how to work with graphics, create and edit symbols, modify text,
add interactivity with ActionScript, and incorporate animation and sound into their projects. They also learn how to prepare and export their finished projects for publishing. ¿ This completely revised CS6
edition shows readers how to generate sprite sheets for enhanced game development workflow and deliver apps with a prepackaged Adobe AIR captive runtime for better user experience. The book also
covers the new, powerful, and intuitive tools and integrated support for reaching audiences across devices that run on Android and iOS platforms by targeting the Adobe AIR 3.2 runtime. The companion DVD
includes lesson files so readers can work along with the book, as well video training from Learn Adobe Flash Professional CS6 by Video. ¿ “The Classroom in a Book series is by far the best training material
on the market. Everything you need to master the software is included: clear explanations of each lesson, step-by-step instructions, and the project files for the students.” —Barbara Binder, Adobe Certified
Instructor, Rocky Mountain Training Classroom in a Book®, the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks, helps you learn the features of Adobe software quickly and easily. Classroom in a
Book offers what no other book or training program does—an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with the support of Adobe product experts. ¿ All of Peachpit's eBooks contain
the same content as the print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages of your eBook that directs you to the media files. Helpful tips: If you are able to search the book, search for "Where are the lesson
files?" Go to the very last page of the book and scroll backwards. You will need a web-enabled device or computer in order to access the media files that accompany this ebook. Entering the URL supplied
into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files. Depending on your device, it is possible that your display settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure this is not the case, try reducing
your font size and turning your device to a landscape view. This should cause the full URL to appear.
ADOBE FLASH CS6 REVEALED introduces Adobe Flash CS6 Professional, the industry-standard software for developing interactive experiences on the Web, desktops, mobile devices, and tablets.
Following an overview of Flash fundamentals, the book progresses to individual Flash skills, such as drawing, animation, special effects, audio, video, and others, each accompanied by a thorough yet userfriendly tutorial. Additionally, two full chapters on ActionScript 3.0 explore the Adobe programming language and its powerful effect on runtime. Packed with the features you expect from Delmar-Cengage
Learning, ADOBE FLASH CS6 REVEALEDincludes in-book icons, end-of-chapter projects, helpful data files, and a robust suite of supplemental learning tools. The Data Files used to complete the projects
found in the book are now available online. For access information please refer to the directions available in the preface of the book. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Learn how to integrate Macromedia FreeHand and Flash to create vector-based graphics for print and the Web with the official Macromedia training guide for Flash 5 and Freehand 10 Studio, based on the
curricula used in Macromedia's own training centers. Project-based tutorial approach leads users through the lessons in the book at their own pace and includes practice files on the CD-ROM.
Towes presents an introduction to the technology, as well a guide to implementation of successful applications. Part one provides ten quick steps to get readers familiar with the server. Part two explores the
issues affecting appropriate integration of the Communication Server. Key concepts include understanding digital communication solutions, understanding objects, using server side ActionScripting, and more.
Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer fanatic, PC gamer or content creator must read. Each and every issue is packed with punishing product reviews, insightful and innovative how-to stories
and the illuminating technical articles that enthusiasts crave.
This complete video training course teaches the basics of using Adobe Flash Builder 4 to create compelling Web applications. * *10-12 hours of training with project files on DVD, combined with 120-page
printed guidebook--Extraordinary value! *Video2Brain is one of Europe's leading producers of innovative video training. *Training teaches designers to use Flash Builder to craft compelling rich interactive
Web sites that operate on the Flex platform. Learn Adobe Flash Builder 4 by Video is an in-depth video training course and accompanying 120-page full-color book, aimed at web designers looking to make
the leap to Adobe Flash Builder and Flex. These designers are largely driven by two key goals: 1. They'd like to learn how to build the interactive websites their clients are demanding, without relying on
programmers for forms and widgets. 2. They'd also like to be able to more effectively design the GUI (Graphic User Interface) for data-centric applications. This DVD-book combination will provide web
designers with the Flex/Flash skills necessary for to achieve these goals and begin building Rich Internet Applications. This course assumes no prior programming experience, though it will build on HTML,
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ActionScript, and JavaScript analogies, so that students with some familiarity with these technologies will be able to quickly adapt to the Flex/Flash environment. The course will emphasize drag-and-drop
approaches while simultaneously referring to the MXML markup language. This dual design/source-mode approach will ease students absorption of key principles. The DVD-ROM is bundled with a printed
book that provides supplemental material to enhance the video training. Selected videos can be downloaded for viewing on iPhones, iPods, and other compatible mobile devices.
A guide to Flash MX 2004 offers information on the advanced features of the Web development tool, covering such topics as creating an ActionScript-driven menu, adding a MP3 player, building a slideshow,
and creating a Flash plug-in detector.
Critically acclaimed training product combines interactive HD video with printed guide to teach the basics of Flash Professional CS6. * *Complete training program offers 10 hours of High-Definition video
tutorials plus a 48-page, full-color printed guide. *video2brain is one of the world's leading producers of video training and has been commissioned by Adobe to create video for AdobeTV. *The only Adobeapproved video courseware for the Adobe Certified Associate exam. This critically acclaimed training program from Adobe Press and video2brain combines exceptional quality HD video and a printed
reference to teach the fundamentals of Flash Professional CS6 as well as the basic principles of rich media design. Structured around the objectives of the Adobe Certified Associate exam 'Rich Media
Communication Using Adobe Flash Professional CS6', the product includes 10 hours of video, complete with lesson files (included on the DVD), assessment quizzes, and review materials. The video's unique
interface allows the viewer to jump to any topic and bookmark favorite sections. The unique Watch-and-Work mode shrinks the video into a small window to allow the student to follow along with the instructor
in Flash. Experienced instructor Joseph Labrecque presents all the foundational features in Flash Professional CS6 through workable examples. The student gains a solid understanding of the tools so they
can continue along any path: animation, gaming, application and mobile development, or working with premium video solutions.
Full-color book and video package teaches you Flash in a flash! If you want to design and maintain dynamic websites with Adobe Flash, this full-color book-and-video training package from expert instructors
is the perfect place to start. Fifteen self-paced, step-by-step lessons are accompanied by video tutorials, and this powerful combination helps you master the basics, acquire essential skills, and learn what's
new. Making all aspects of Flash less intimidating, this superb training tool covers topics such as using layers to build animation sequences, creating interactive web components with ActionScript, and much
more. Uses full-color, step-by-step lessons in the book accompanied by videos on the DVD for a one-two punch of effective training Features five-minute videos that demonstrate and further explain the
concepts in the lessons Covers Flash basics, new features in the latest release, and topics for beginners, intermediate, and advanced users Flash Professional CS6 Digital Classroom is what you need to
learn how to use Adobe Flash, whether you're a designer, programmer, or hobbyist. Note: The DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of the e-book file. These materials are
available for download upon purchase.
Macromedia Flash is fast becoming the Web's most widely used platform for creating rich media with animation and motion graphics, but mastering Flash isn't easy. Most entry-level books teach through
simple examples that concentrate on either animation or scripting, but rarely both together. To get the most from Flash 8, you not only need to be proficient in programming/interface design, you need the
creativity for story telling and the artistic insights to design fluid animation. Flash 8: Projects for Learning Animation and Interactivity teaches Flash design rather than simply Flash itself. With a standalone
series of walkthroughs and tutorials for Flash beginners coming from a graphics field, this book teaches Flash in the context of real-world projects. Rather than learn a Flash tool for the sake of it, you learn
which areas of Flash are important, and which are less used, simply by seeing how typical content is actually created. And rather than a text-heavy approach, this graphically rich book leads you through
hands-on examples by illustration. Each project in the book starts with goals and broad sketches before moving to design and scripting. This helps you understand design intent-the why of the process-rather
than just learning the interfaces and the how of it all. Along the way, you'll create Flash content that includes traditional animation techniques (as seen in full-length animated features), and ActionScript-based
interactive animation, such as custom web site interface designs. You also learn how to combine both traditional animation techniques and ActionScript to create feature-rich Flash assets from the ground up.
Co-authored by educational developers with years of experience creating compelling content, interfaces, and applications, Flash 8: Projects for Learning Animation and Interactivity offers a content-driven
approach that is also inspiration-driven. You learn because you're accomplishing something tangible, not because you think you need to know how a tool works. If you want to understand how various
features of Flash come together to create a final end design, this book provides you with both the insight and the know-how.
A guide to ActionScript 2.0 provides hands-on training through forty projects that demonstrate such tasks as using and manipulating data, connecting to Web services, creating a multi-chat application, and
validating data.
"Go beyond the basics with this in-depth look into timeline animation in Flash CS3. With your host John Ulliman, you'll learn how to create nested MovieClip animations, techniques for setting up and
controlling a Shape Tween, how to build and control your characters including facial animation and walk cycles, and how to apply animation practices to your characters. Plus, you'll explore features and
settings in the Flash toolkit and discover all the different ways you can animate using the timeline"--Resource description page.
"Get your feet wet with an introduction to the Flash Lite player and understand some of the basic differences between mobile specific issues and the desktop Flash player. Then, move onto how to develop the
user interface, work with class-based development techniques and use external data and XML socket connections. Dale wraps up the lessons by teaching you how to work with external media and platforms,
as well as explains some of the wider issues for developers starting out with Flash Lite and mobile content development"--Resource description page.
Macromedia Studio MX 2004: Training from the Source provides a comprehensive, working introduction to the most powerful Web design and development suite available, Macromedia Studio MX. In this
hands-on, project-based book for active learners, you'll get a solid overview of how you can use the integrated workflow of Macromedia's Studio MX product suite to create your own dazzling sites. Starting
from the ground up, you'll build two Web sites. In the first half of the book, you'll combine the strengths of Macromedia Flash, Fireworks, Dreamweaver, and FreeHand to create an attractive, yet maintainable
site. In the second half of the book, you'll focus on building a powerful and dynamic user experience, by combining Macromedia Flash, Dreamweaver, and ColdFusion. The enclosed CD-ROM contains all the
files you need to complete the projects, plus completed files for you to compare with your results and use as models for future projects.
The Adobe CS5 Total Training DVDs allow students the opportunity to reinforce Adobe skills with multi-media, step-by-step tutorials. We offer DVDs for Dreamweaver CS5, Photoshop CS5, Flash CS5,
InDesign CS5, and Illustrator CS5. Each DVD is mapped by series so you can be sure that the tutorials are synchronized with the text youâe(tm)re using. Not using one of our current texts? These DVDs still
work as a great study tool companion!
Covers the features of Photoshop Elements 3 and includes a training DVD in the book.
Your Adobe Creative Cloud package includes two components: 1) Online access to Adobe Creative Cloud updates on your CourseMate product, and 2) the CS6 edition of your Adobe book. CourseMate
enriches your learning with thorough, chapter-by-chapter summaries of the new Adobe Creative Cloud release. Author-created video introductions cover each chapter's learning objectives, emphasizing their
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importance for the contemporary design professional. Flashcards, quizzes, and games are also included. Your printed book covers fundamental concepts, starting with the workspace and proceeding logically
and intuitively to more advanced topics. Step-by-step tutorials and user-friendly design result in a resource that is comprehensive, clear, and effective. Contact your Learning Consultant to learn more about
how CourseMate can enhance the way you teach and your students learn. The online Creative Cloud content updates are for the June 2013 release of Adobe Creative Cloud. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Macromedia Flash MXis the premier software for creating rich content for the Web and other media. Whether you're interested in developing complex Web applications, learning ActionScript, or mastering the
new video capabilities in Flash MX, this book is filled with real-world insights and tutorials on every major Flash concept. Flash MX Unleashedis the ultimate resource for anyone trying to take their Flash skills
to the next level. It combines the knowledge and experience of some of the top Web developers in the market, providing countless examples and explanations of the powerful tools and topics within Flash
such as XML integration, components, and ColdFusion integration.
The first-ever Classroom in a Book for Flash.
Teaching your students has never been easier than with ADOBE FLASH PROFESSIONAL CS6 ILLUSTRATED. This reader-friendly book presents each skill on two facing pages, providing detailed
instructions on the left-hand page and large, full-color screenshots on the right page. The visual format helps students intuitively grasp the concepts in the book and apply them to the classroom and
workplace environment. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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